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Insomniac holdings inc

American electronic music event event Authana article contains content that is written like an ad. Help improve it by removing ad content and inappropriate external links and adding neutrally written encyclopedic content. (April 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) InsomniacTypePrivateIndustryEvent Promoter,
Electronic MusicBred 1993KeratakateraVakerin, United StatesCyn peoplePasic Rotella (founder)DivisionsInsomniac Archives, Insomniac Radio,[1] Bassrush, Basscon,[2] Dreamstate, Hard (music festival), Audioistic Music Festival, Factory 93[3]WebsiteInsomnia.com Insomniac is an online music promoter. Founded by Pasquale Rotella,
it is best known as the organizer of the Electric Daisy Carnival electronic music festival (EDC). Alongside EDC, Insomniac runs electronic music events Beyond Wonderland and Nocturnal Wonderland, as well as drum and bass and dubstep-oriented events under the Bassrush brand, hardstyle events under the Basscon brand, and trance
events under the Dreamstate brand. Insomniac is also involved in the operation of three Los Angeles-Create nightclubs (in collaboration with SBE, built in the former Vanguard Hollywood area), Exchange L.A.[4][5] and the Underground Warehouse Factory 93, located at 1756 Naud Street. [6] [7] In 2013, Insomniac entered into a creative
partnership with Live Nation, and in 2014, introduced a co-branded record label in collaboration with Interscope Geffen A&amp;M, Overview and collaborations Unlike other promoters, Insomniac places greater emphasis on fan experiences during its events, as opposed to focusing on profits and ticket sales , and that our strength lies in
the movement as a whole. It's a culture. It's powerful. It's always been about the people in attendance. It changes people's lives. [8] [9] Rotella has argued that music festivals do not require big acts selling out arenas, going so far as to praise the burning man for being an event by people for people where organizers just provide an open
space and people all go outside. [10] In June 2013, Insomniac announced a series of collaborations; including one with Dick Clark Productions to produce a dance music awards show, and a major creative collaboration with Live Nation that will allow Insomniac to benefit from the resources of Live Nation while maintaining autonomy and
creative control over its events. Although the details of the agreement were not disclosed, the stressed that the deal was not a takeover, as he had speculated. [6] [9] [11] Since 1993,[12] Insomniac has produced over 2,000 festivals attended by over 5 million people. [13] In August 2015, Pasquale announced his new radio show, Night
Owl Radio, on SiriusXM's Electric Area[14] (the Electric Area was later replaced by Diplo's Revolution in 2018). [15] In in the summer of 2018, Insomniac Radio launched on SiriusXM's 730 channel. [16] In May 2019, Insomniac partnered with Dash Radio as its flagship station. [17] In response to the COVID-19 pandemic (which led to the
postponement of all facial festivals), Insomniac began to flow a rotation of sets from previous editions of EDC, HARD Summer, and Okeechobee festivals on Its YouTube and Twitch channels under the Insomniac Rewind banner, as well as virtual festivals tied to its festival brands. [18] [19] [20] [21] At the end of 2020, insomniac launched
a residence of drive-in Park 'N Rave concerts at the NOS Events Center in San Bernardino,[22] and announced a drive-through audiovisual experience event known as the Electric Mile in Santa Anita Park - which will feature facilities divided into worlds inspired by its main festival brands. [23] Insomniac Records Insomniac
RecordsFounded2014 (2014)FounderPasquale RotellaStatusActiveDistributor(s)Interface Geffen A&mGenreElectronic dance musicCountry of originUnited StatesOfficial websiteinsomniacrecords.com In May 2014, Insomniac announced the formation of Insomniac Records, an EDM record label created in collaboration with InterEffscope
A&amp;M. The label aimed to attract both unexplored and established producers. Arty was announced as the first artist to sign on the label. Other artists like Bingo Players, Chris Lake and Dr. Fresch were also signed. [24] Events Audioticic Music Festival (Southern California, Bay Area) Bassrush Massive [25] Bay Nites [26] Beyond
Wonderland Boo! [27] Countdown [28] Crush (Southern California, San Francisco, Phoenix, Dallas) [29] Dreamstate [30] Margaret Electric Carnival (UK, India, Orlando, Puerto Rico, Mexico and Brazil interrupted) Electric Forest Escape: Psycho Circus (formerly Escape from Wonderland) Hard (music festival) Sacred Ship! [31] Middlelands
[32] Night wonderland Okeechobee (Music Festival) Program G [33] Together as one (interrupted) We are NRG [34] White Wonderland (interrupted) About Electric Daisy Carnival (2000 album)[35] Electric Daisy Carnival, Volume 1 (2010 album)[36] Electric Daisy Carnival Experience (2011 film)[37] Under the Electric Sky (2013 film)[38]
See also SFX Entertainment References ^ Insomniac Radio ^ Basscon ^ Factory 93 ^ Insomniac and SBE Announce New Hollywood EDM Club Creation. Los Angeles Times. Retrieved July 20, 2013. ^ Insomniac works to keep L.A. exchange up all weekend. Los Angeles Times. Retrieved July 20, 2013. ^ a b Daisy Electric Chain:
Insomniac and Dick Clark Prod. Design 2014 EDM Awards. Rotation. Retrieved July 20 ^ Insomniac Launches New Underground Brand, Factory 93 With Debut Warehouse Display in Downtown Los Angeles. prnewswire.com. Retrieved April 8, 2016. ^ Afrojack, Illenium and Insomniac's Pasquale Rotella Discussion EDC and EDM 2018.
Forbes. Retrieved September 10, 2018. 2018. a b Live Nation Groups with Insomniac Events in the Creative Partnership. Billboard.biz. Retrieved July 20, 2013. ^ From Molly to Moon Races: In the Electric Age #Vanlife Of Margaret Carnival. RollingStone.com. Retrieved August 31, 2018. ^ Living Nation to Buy 50% Share in Insomniac
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Wikimedia Commons has media-related Insomniac Events. Official Insomniac Records website This article on music organization is a stub. You can help wikipedia by extending it.vte This article about electronic music is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by extending it.vte Retrieved from Everyone is welcome under the electric sky. 24 years
of family, community and culture. Travel beyond a world of possibilities. North America's biggest Halloween festival. A section of sound and culture. The integration of music, art and Insomniac's New Year's celebration. Southern California's premiere summertime electronic &amp; hip-hop festival. A foreative composition that combines the
best of electronic music and hip-hop. An adventure for centuries. The famous international electronic music cruise. Where digital meets nature. Thursday, January 14, 2021 · 9:00 pm PT Friday, January 15, 2021 · 6:00 pm PT Saturday, January 16, 2021 · 10:30 am PT Saturday, January 16, 2021 · 18:00 PM PT Saturday, January 16,
2021 Saturday, January 16, 2021 Monday, January 18, 2021 · 10:00 pm PT Tuesday, January 19, 2021 · 7:00 p.m. PT Our values represent the cornerstones of our culture. Rooted in a rich history and future focused, we are driven by principles that define our decisions and inspire us day by day. Powered by Love Positivity, Care &amp;
Connection Above All Built for Creativity In Everything We Do Risk-Taking &amp; Breaking Rules Learn More
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